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The purpose of technology is not to confuse the brain but to serve the body”

– William S Burroughs, Author

“



Abstract
Technology plays a big part in our lives, and our phones give us access to it
anytime and anywhere. As technology becomes more and more integrated into
everything we do, it can sometimes distract us from the things that matter the
most to us.

Logi Buds is a hearable concept made to bring in new experiences that could help
reduce screen dependency in our daily lives.

Through new experiences, the product makes people more aware of their
surroundings, enables users to focus better, and to reduces stress. It brings in new
features such as Object Trigger, Do not Disturb mode and Easy-Switching.

Logi Buds is a hearable that allows you to interact with the outside world.
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Introduction

Cellphone lane in Xi'an, China.



Background
In today’s always-on world, disconnecting can be hard. For many people, checking their
phone right after waking up and before going to sleep is a routine. In the UK, people are
checking their phone every 12 minutes1 and in the US, 60% of college students consider
themselves to have a smartphone addiction.2

We are living in the most connected time in human history and our screens are a
foundation for how we interact with information, but our attention to the screen comes
with a cost. It makes us lose focus.4 It makes us feel more stressed4 and it leads to a great
deal of accidents on the roads.5

To reduce this impact, Chinese authorities have created a dedicated cellphone lane for
people who look at their phones while walking.5 Some people call these zombie walkways. In
the German town of Augsburg, the station has fitted red and green lights in the ground to
warn people who stubbornly look at their smartphones while walking.5 Cities around the
world have followed with similar solutions.

Is this the future we want for ourselves?

We are not addicted to screens, but the information that flows through them.
Most of our information we process today are designed to catch our attention so that we
use them more frequently, rather than being devised with our wellbeing in mind.3

This is just the beginning. As technology becomes more and more integrated into people’s
daily lives, we have to take responsibility to ensure that the products and services support
our wellbeing.
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We are not addicted to screens, but the information that flows through them. 

I want to focus on how we can look up again.



How we can look up again
Screen interfaces require us to process all information through our eyes. This means that
when we look at our phone, we mentally have to drop everything else we’re doing and
channel our attention toward our sense of sight.4

Our future interfaces will be designed with human biology and wellbeing in mind and
could allow us to be more aware of our surroundings.7

Like the mass adoption of the personal computer, beginning in the 1980s — and
smartphone again in 2007, technology is primed for a paradigmatic shift that will usher
in a new phase of interactions.⁸ Wearables, voice assistants, and machine learning are
just starting to crystallize into what is becoming the next generation of ubiquitous user
interfaces.

Hearables are on the verge of a breakthrough; from niche gimmick to a sensory
superpower. Due to their physical placement on the body, hearables have unique abilities
and advantages over other wearables.9 But most importantly it could let us stay
connected to technology in a heads up way.

I wanted to focus my thesis on how we can explore people's behavior and awareness in
public. How we as humans can look up again, and stay safe in our surroundings.

9



Logitech
Logitech is a Swiss company focused on innovation and quality, Logitech designs
products and experiences that have an everyday place in people's lives. Founded in 1981
in Lausanne, Switzerland, and quickly expanding to Silicon Valley, Logitech started
connecting people through innovative computer peripherals and many industry firsts,
including the infrared cordless mouse, the thumb-operated trackball, the laser mouse,
and more.10

Since those early days, Logitech has expanded both their expertise in product design and
their global reach. For each of their products, they focus on how their customers
connect and interact with the digital world. They keep design at the center of everything
they create, in every team and every discipline, to create truly unique and meaningful
experiences.10
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With products sold in almost every country in the world, Logitech has developed into a
multi-brand company designing products that bring people together through music,
gaming, video, and computing. Brands of Logitech include Logitech, Logitech G,
ASTRO Gaming, Ultimate Ears, Jaybird, and Blue Microphones.10

Logitech G provides gamers of all levels with industry-leading keyboards, mice,
headsets, mousepads and simulation products.11

Astro Gaming products are specifically designed for gaming professionals and are
focusing on headsets and controllers.12

Ultimate Ears is a custom in-ear monitor and earphone manufacturer. Its product
portfolio includes speakers.13

Jaybird produces premium sound Bluetooth headphones for athletes, runners, & fitness
fanatics.14

Blue Microphones offers premium USB and XLR microphones, and audiophile
headphones for recording, podcasting, gaming, and streaming.15

Brands of Logitech
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Future Trends
1. Agile Working

The face of the modern workplace is changing.16 We no longer go to one office, sit at one
desk and work on one device. We work wherever and whenever we need to achieve our
goals. Millennials and Gen Z’ers, who now comprise the majority of the workforce, view
‘flexible working’ as a necessary perk.16 74% of millennials desire flexible work schedules
and 88% want ‘work-life integration', where work and life blend together.17

2. Zero UI Era
Invisible UI or Zero UI is the future of user interface, which was just controlled through 
the touch of the screen. Now, the voice and gesture-based interactions are going to 
convey your thoughts to the device or another human respectively. The voice-based 
interaction is the natural progression through which humans are going to interact with 
the technology.18

3. Urbanization

In the future, most of our population is projected to live in Urban Areas. This will bring 
forward new challenges.19 As the world continues to urbanize, sustainable development 
depends increasingly on successful management. 19 
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Interviews
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Interviews
I interviewed people from around the world to
understand how their current experience with
technology is. I asked them to reflect on their
relationship with technology. The participants
came from 21 different nations.
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What role does technology play in your life?

Do you sometimes feel technology in control of you?

How do you want your technology to be in the future?
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In this new era of mobility, collaboration and communication
we need to be more mobile and agile than ever.”

– Paul Wolfson, Principle Designer at Logitech

“
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We have gain access to many things with our phones, but we
have lost our awareness of our surrounding.”

– Frida Stenlund, UX Designer at IKEA

“
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People are so distracted by technology that they don’t have
time to reflect.”

Jenni Toriseva, Senior Design Strategist at Logitech

“
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Archetypes
From the result of the interviews, I consolidated the responses into 6 different
archetypes. To limit myself. I decided to focus on the Traveler and the Mindful.

Traveler, is always on the go and uses technology to work while travelling and to find
places. They struggle with not being aware of their surroundings.

Mindful, prioritize their wellbeing. They use technology to help them relax and find focus.
But is struggling with finding a balance with technology.

Traveler Mindful Adopter

Influencer Minimalist Escapist

20Read about the rest of the archetypes in the appendix.



Pain Points

Awareness

In the age of digitalization, increasing 
isolation has become the norm. We struggle 
with remaining present in the real world and 

staying aware.

Technology distracts our attention and we 
often lose focus. In our work, we are 

constantly shifting between collaborating 
with other  people and needing to focus

on our own. 

Focus

As technology becomes more and more 
integrated into everything we do, it can 

sometimes cause stress and distract us from the 
things that matter most to us.

Stress

21



There’s much more that tech companies can do with ears than amplify music
and make phone calls”

– Satjiv Chahil, Marketing Executive, Apple 

“



How might we remain present in the real-world while

still being connected to technology through audio?

Doppler Labs, Here One

Opportunity
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Design Approach

I wanted to focus my thesis in looking into Hearables. In our present-day, 
hearable is designed to be a product for us to be isolated, primarily for private 
listening of music, podcasts, or video/gaming audio. 

New assistant features are starting to evolve, but the headphones
themselves are still designed around the current paradigms. 
I wanted to rethink what a hearable can be from the ground up. 
My concept will be meant to be part of the world and not an isolating social 
experience.

If a user wants to isolate themselves, they have many products available to 
them to do so. My thesis was meant to inspire a conversation around the 
future of audio and take a  stance in the opposite direction to create a new 
type of product.

Xperia Ear, Sony 24



Hearable Benefits

Due to hearables physical placement on the body, they have 4 unique abilities and benefits 
over other smart devices.

Filtered Sound
Their proximity to the ear let’s the hearable uniquely filter, augment, and amplify the sound 
we hear.

Heads-Up Interaction
When a hearable is constantly active and doesn’t require a screen, it enables an 
uninterrupted and hands-free connection to the services we desire, no matter the context.

Invisible Engagement
The non-visible nature of audible prompts and notification makes hearable one of the more 
private and discreet forms of staying connected to our devices.

Bio-metric Ready
The ear offers many bio-metric advantages over other parts of the body that devices can’t 
leverage.

Pixelbuds, Google 25



Target Group
Year: 2030
Age: 18-35 (Millennials & Gen Z)
Focus: Europe

Personality
They are young, aspiring professionals. They are driving the modern nature of work - they 
are nomadic; working in different locations and at different times and their professional 
outlook is part of their personal style.

Attitude to Technology

They want simple, but reliable technology that won’t let them down, but does not 

jeopardise their personal style.

Their Needs
● Reliable, simple ways to communicate, stay connected & focused 
● Tools that help them earn professional respect but not at the cost of their own 

style
● Products that allow them to work their way - not 9-5 in a traditional office

26



Inspiration
1. Her (Movie)
There is a cynism that’s seeped its way into the majority of modern science fiction. Our
future has become dystopian, apocalyptic, totalitarian, and not much else. That sense of
optimism that so integrated into the genre is rare to find these days. Which is why Spike
Jonze portrayal of a brighter future in his 2013 Sci-fi love story “Her” was so refreshing. It
brought humanity and warmth back to technology and depicted a time not too far from
our own. Rather than trying to forecast innovation or technological advancement. It
draws from the past to be more relatable in the present. It vintage quality that makes
you feel almost nostalgic for the future.

2. Ambient Control, Sony
Sony's Adaptive Sound Control automatically adjusts ambient sound to your activity. If 
you’re sitting, walking, running, or commuting it adjust the noise-cancelling needs 
accordingly.

3.  UMUM, Frog Design
UNUM is a design concept that envisions the future of personal audio products and 
challenges today’s social norms around what it means to be wearing a personal audio 
product in public spaces. UNUM challenges the idea that headphone usage is an 
isolating social experience—the open format design allows users to remain present in 
their real-world communications. 19

The design is controversial, but the thought behind the making of the concept is 
inspiring.

Frog Design, UMUM

Sony, Ambient Control

Her, 2013
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Sustainable Development Goals
For my thesis, I wanted to take into consideration the UN Sustainability Goal.
The two goals I wanted to cover are:

Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
Major progress has been made in improving the health of millions of people, increasing life
expectancy, reducing maternal and child mortality and fighting against leading
communicable diseases. However concerted efforts are required to achieve coverage to
adress the rising threat towards our mental health and digital wellbeing. 20

Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
Worldwide material consumption has expanded rapidly, as has material footprint per
capita, seriously jeopardizing the achievement of Sustainable Development Goal 12 and the
goals more broadly. Urgent action is needed to ensure that current material needs do not
lead to the overextraction of resources or to the degradation of environmental resources,
and should include policies that improve resource efficiency, reduce waste and mainstream
sustainability practices across all sectors of the economy. 21
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Goals
1. Create an inspiring vision for a hearable that lets the user remain present in their

real-world while being in control with technology.

2. Explore digital prototyping.

3. Inspire Logitech into the Hearable product realm.

Wishes
1. Challenges today’s social norms around what it means to be wearing a personal

hearable in public spaces.

2. Learn about sustainability and responsible production.

3. Take into consideration the UN Sustainability Goals.

Xperia Ear, Sony 29



As our world becomes more digitised, our days are largely spent in front of a screen.
Our screens give us access to many great things. But research shows that it affects our
focus, stress, and awareness and takes away from other activities we wish we could
focus on more.

Screen interfaces require us to process all information through our eyes. This means
that when we look at our phone, we mentally have to drop everything else we’re doing.
But we are not addicted to screens, but the information that flows through them.

I want to rethink what a hearable can be from the ground up and how it can make us
look up again.

Research Conclusion
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Ideation



32Apple, Airpod Pro

With 60M sold units in 2019, the Apple Airpod is a cultural phenomenon, they have
redefined what the experience of wearing something in the ear means.”

– Kalhan Rosenblatt, NBC News

“

Market Research



Market Research

Airpods 1 Gen

Bose soundsport

Google pixelbuds

Phonak Aude ́o
Marvel

Sony WF-1000XM3

Bragi Dash Pro
Huawei Freebuds 3

Ultimate Ears UE 18 
Pro Custom

Bose noise-masking 
sleepbuds

Sennheiser 
Momentum True 

Wireless 2

Under Armour True 
Wireless Flash

Nuheara IQbuds Boost

Sony WF-1000X

Jlabs AIr

Jlabs Epic Air sports

Quiet On Sleep 
Earbuds
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Market Research

AdvancedSimple

Consumer

Professional
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Stigma of Hearables
Wearing technology in the ear has long considered being related to getting old, but with
the great success of apple airpods, the pre-existing stigma of isolation and introversion has
become more culturally acceptable.

Today hearables has evolved to a piece of personal self-expression. High-fashion brands like
Louis Vuitton have contributed to the market by launching their ”Louis Vuitton Horizon
Earphones.

But there is still a lingering impression that the user is immersed in their own world. Instead
of tuning out from their environment, there is a need to develop hearables that can also
tune-in to the world around us. 22

Louis Vuitton, Horizon Earphones 35
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Umeå Institute of Design, Sweden 36Logitech, Switzerland



Ideation Workshop Result
I conducted two ideation workshops; Logitech in Lausanne, Switzerland, and at
Umeå Institute of Design. We brainstormed ideas around future heads up
experiences.
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Scenario
From the result of the ideation workshops, I consolidated the ideas into a
scenario that pictures a day in the life of a person feature the heads up
experiences. From the scenario, questions appeared that I decided to user test.
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User Testing
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User Testing Method
The main goal of the user testing was to better understand the desirability and feasibility of
the experiences. In the user testing, I included three different sound experiences together
with images where the user could listen and select witch sound they preferred.

Questions
1. How desirable is this feature for you? Rank 1-10, and add a short explanation.

2. Which sound option do you prefer and why?

3. If none of the options, what would you prefer?

40



Object Triggers
When the earbuds hear an object that might pose a threat to the wearer (e.g. a 
car) it reacts by making the user aware of it.

Scenario

You are cycling in the street and a car approaches that might pose a threat to you. 
Your earbuds react by letting you be aware of it. How would you like to be notified?

Desirability
Average user score: 8. People find this feature very desirable and prefer to hear the 
car sound amplified rather than a voice or a chime.

Benefits
Awareness, safety, and peace-of-mind when they are using a hearables in an 

activity where they generally want a closed audio experience. 

Feasibility

Jaybird is researching experiences like this and JBL has announced that they are
working on products that help the user stay safe. Technology needed: Always on 
microphone and sound classification algorithms.

41



Losing environmental awareness due to lack of audio cues makes 
us vulnerable and is highly dangerous. This needs to be brought
back and integrated into our daily audio habits.”

– Carolyn Wegner, MFA Interaction Design Student

“
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Location Prompts
By turning on location prompts, the wearer can receive audio information about where
they are that might be relevant to them.

Scenario

You are looking for a good restaurant and pass a place that fits your preferences. How
would you like to be notified?

Desirability
Average user score: 6.5. People find this great if they are in new places but are
concerned this feature will be used as an advertisement. People would like to have their
friends recommendations. People prefer to be notified by a chime.

Benefits

Let’s the user explore a city without having to look for guidance on their phones. 

Feasibility

It exists in smaller indoor places like museums. Technology needed: Connection to GPS, 
IMU (Head direction, optional), SW Connection between mapping service + specific
knowledge databases/services.

43



I would be scared which data the service is using to know my 
preferences. Perhaps if I could create my own map of experiences
with curators that I trust, such as local start-ups.”

– Frida Stenlund, Interaction Designer, IKEA

“
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Voice Pickup
The user can turn down the noise from the real world to help them find focus, 
and be able to pick up the voice if someone is calling their name.

Scenario

You are working at the office and listening to music, your colleague is talking
to you. How would you like to be notified?

Desirability
Average user score: 8. Many people use noise cancellation headphones at the 
office but miss out when people want to interact with them. People prefer to 
let the person's voice through the noise cancellation. People would also like to 
have a ”do not disturb mode”. 

Benefits

It lets the users focus on their work by canceling out the noise but can still 
interact with the people around them.

Feasibility
Experiences like this exist but have not been brought into hearables because
due to battery power. Technology needed: Always on microphone and sound 
classification algorithms.
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This is one of the biggest drawbacks of noise cancelling headphones.”

– Thomas Müller, MFA Advanced Product Design Student

“
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Real-World Sound Filters
To personally adjust the sound levels in the real world to have better sound 
experience.

Scenario

You are at a concert but you can’t hear the music so well because of the 
crowd's noise. You adjust the sound level by lowering the crowds noise and 
increase the music. You also decide to add a little bit more bass.

Desirability
Average user score: 7. This could also go both ways, hearing is precious and 
concerts and loud noises do so much more damage than we realize. Can this
also turn into a hearing health tracker?

Benefits

Let the user filter out and enhance the sounds around them for a better audio 
experience.

Feasibility

This exists today but in a more simple way. Nuheara is one of the companies
focusing on this technology. Today this is very power consuming. Technology
needed: Sound classification algorithms, external microphones

47



One of the few situations where I’d imagine using sound-
blocking earbuds is a concert - in order to protect my hearing -
so this would be perfect”

– Jenni Toriseva, Senior Design Strategist at Logitech

“
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Soundscapes
The earbuds can create curated ambient sounds for relaxation that transport 
the user to a different location through sound. The sounds are rendered with
3D audio spatially around the wearer.

Scenario

You find it hard to relax in your city apartment because of the external noise
around you. So you use a soundscape to transport yourself through audio to a 
Scandinavian forest to better relax and meditate.

Desirability
Average user score: 7. This could be nice if the user could record their own 3D 
soundscapes with the hearables.

Benefits

It helps the user to relax, meditate, and to sleep.

Feasibility

Soundscapes exist today and require good audio quality earphones.
Technology needed: 3D-rendered audio, sound classification, and external
microphones.
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It would allow me to keep focus and avoid distractions. It’s also a 
nice feature that allows you to disconnect from the real world.”

– Natalia Ikebara, MFA Advanced Product Design Student

“
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Experience Principles
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Intuitive
Clarity of purpose and benefit to end user. 

It’s clear to see how to wear the earbuds, they are
comfortable for the use they are intended for and
they’re easy to put in and take out every time. It’s
about being able to use the earbuds when the user
needs it.

Microsoft, Surface Earbuds 52



Effortless
Simplify, perfect & stripping to the essentials.

As a default, the control and interaction should be the
same whether using one ear or both. I want the user to
touch the ear as little as possible and keep a limited
number of ways how to interact with the earbuds.

Jaybird, Vista 53



Holistic
Embracing every part of the product ecosystem. 

Leverage every part of the product. This includes the
case and the app and make the most of it.

Microsoft, Surface Earbuds 54



Seamless
Relentlessly pursuing friction-free experiences.

Design for the fact that people will want to connect to
multiple devices and make the transitions between
them natural.

Sony, WF1000xm3 55



Form
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Wear Archetypes

BUDS

PLUGS
FIN HOOK
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Clay Exploration
I did a quick exploration of modeling clay. The goal was to get a
better understanding of the shape and size.
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Plug
Can you create a sense of openness with an
object that inherently visually covers the
opening of the ear?
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Fin
How do you create the most visually simple
accessory to the body that feels like it belongs to
the ear but can be easily taken in and out?
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Hook

Hook
Is there a way of hanging from the ear and
distributing components in a way that looks
natural and enables easy-in and out?
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Loop
Bone conduction is the best way to offer a truly open
experience. Can we make it feel less technical and
more wearable?
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Result
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Case
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Case
After taking a look at different cases, I consolidated the existing 

features into a list of what the users expect from the earbud case. 

I kept an open mind for new ideas that might be added to the 

final concept.

• Protecting the earbuds

• Providing extra battery

• Charging the earbuds

• Pairing the earbuds

• Indicate battery level 

• Reset earbuds

Sony, WF1000xm3 65



Pebble
How can we create something friendly that people
want to carry around in their pocket?
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With the great success of apple airpods, the pre-existing stigma of wearing something

in the ear has become more culturally acceptable. But there is still a lingering

impression that the user is immersed. Instead of tuning out from their environment,

there is a need to develop hearables that can also tune-in to the world around us.

It needs to be clear how to wear a hearable and they should be comfortable for the

user they are intended for. As a default for the physical interaction, the control should

be the same whether using one ear or both. The user should touch the ear as little as

possible and keep a limited number of ways how to interact with the earbuds.

It's important to leverage every part of the product. This includes the case and the app

and makes the most of it.

Ideation Conclusion
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Concept Development



Logitech Product Principles

ONE POWERFUL IDEA

Clarity of purpose &
benefit to end user

SOUL

The unique personality of 
product/experience

EFFORTLESS

Relentlessly pursuing
friction-free experiences

CRAFTED

Simplify, perfect &
stripping to essential

MAGICAL

Interactions that are alive
& expressive
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3D Earbud Exploration
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3D Case Exploration
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Concept A

Large flat surface provides 
easy touch interactions.
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Concept A
Concept A
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A form that looks and feels 
friendly towards the ear.

Concept B
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Concept B
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Small earbud that is easy to 
pop in and out of the ear. 

Concept C
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Concept C
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Concept Evaluation
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I asked friends and previous colleagues to put a blue dot on
the concept they liked most and to give a short explanation of
why they choose it.



Direction
I decided to go forward with Concept A. It had a
distinct split between the hard surface towards the
outside to interact with and the soft organic shape
towards the inner part.

Flat hard surface 
towards the outside. 
Provides easy touch 
interactions. 

Dark soft organic shape 
towards the inner part. 
Provides comfort for the ear. 
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Deeper App Customization

Keep the interaction simple out of the box and provide 
deep customization through the app. 
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App Styleboard
A design that is stripped to the essentials so that the user
doesn’t spend more time that is needed. Adding a touch
of some illustrations makes it looks more welcoming.

Highlight
#347bf3

Background
#fbfbfb

Text & Symbols
#404040



Show What’s Important First
Battery information should be the 
primary focus on this screen

Value Proposition
The next important feature will be Focus / Aware 
switch mode

App Wireframe

Access to More
Hide the complexity but still show that more 
settings are available



Bring Deep Customization
Allow people to customize left and right 
earbuds separately based on the activity.

App Wireframe



From the concept iteration, I decided to go forward with a form that had a

flat hard surface towards the outside that provides easy touch interactions.

Towards the inner part, it had a dark soft organic shape that provides

comfort for the ear.

I wanted to keep the interaction simple out of the box and provide deep

customization through the app. To show what’s Important first in this case

the battery information should be the primary focus on this screen followed

by the value proposition.

I decided to follow the Logitech Product Principles but kept in mind to also

challenge them.

Concept Conclusion
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Result



Logi Buds
Hearable for new Experiences



Logi Buds
Logi Buds is a hearable concept made to bring in new
experiences that could help reduce screen dependency
in our daily lives.
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Product Overview
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Case
The case protects the earbuds in an easily pocketable
form. The case charges with induction and has a USB C
port on the back.
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Easy-switch
A unique feature is the Easy-switch button located
inside the case. The user can connect up to three
devices at the same time and can switch the
connection between them.
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Logi Buds
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Earbud: 35x 25y 15z mm

Case: 50x 60y 45z mm

Airpods Airpods Pro

Measurements

Google Pixel Buds 2 Samsung Galaxy Buds

Compared to the most popular hearables 2020
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Do Not Disturb Mode
Another unique feature is the Do Not Disturb mode. It
lights the surface of the earbud with a red glow that
indicates that the user does not want to be interrupted.
This feature allows the user to concentrate on their
work without getting interrupted.

The Do Not Disturb mode was shared during the
scenario user testing and was a favorable feature. The
Do Not Disturb mode does not exist in any current
hearable devices today. Similar features exist in call
center headphones.
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Components

Replaceable Coin Cell Batteries

LED Diodes

Recycled Environmental Friendly Plastic
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In-ear Detection Sensor

Charging Pins 

Body Friendly Plastic
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Physical Interactions
The physical interactions should be something that
people can easily remember and to get the basic right
of the box. It should have the same interaction on both
ears as a start. I didn't add any new tap interactions
that do not exist in any other product today. I decided
to not have a single tap interaction becouse of false-
positive UX.



Double Tap
IDLE
START MUSIC

MUSIC PLAYING
PAUSE MUSIC

RECIEVE CALL
ACCEPT CALL

HOLD CALL
RESUME CALL

IN CALL
END CALL
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Triple Tap
MUSIC PLAYING
NEXT SONG

IN CALL
HOLD CALL

The likelyhood that a song is skipped before finished is 48.6%.23 98



Tap and Hold
IDLE / MUSIC / CALL
FOCUS / AWARE
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White

100

White
The spotted white is a CMF that brings in familiarity to
the Logitech brand. It’s a friendly-looking material that
is used on the Logitech keyboard K780.

https://www.logitech.com/en-us/product/k780-multi-device-wireless-keyboard%3Fcrid=27


Black
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Sport
Some users mentioned during the interviews that they
only use earbuds for sports activities. This CMF is
targeted towards those people who like to wear
something that fits their workout outfit.



Black
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Metal
For a more premium style. The dark metal surface
makes the product look more expensive and fits into a
professional style.



Black
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Gold
The gold material is targeted towards people who want
the earbud to be like a piece of jewelry. It could be
matching well in a nice dress.
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Logi Buds App



Onboarding
Onboarding is an important feature that helps guide your
users through and familiarise them with the app. This
process enables expressing the app's value and facilitating
a positive user experience.
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Onboarding
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Settings
Keeps the interaction simple out of the box and provides
deep customization through the app.
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Settings
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Experiences
Experiences that make people more aware of their
surroundings, focus better, and reduces stress.
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Reflection
Our phones are great devices for many things, and the intention was never to create a 
product that could replace it. Visual interfaces will still be relevant in the future.

I believe the way we get addicted to our experiences on our phones we could also get 
addicted to the experience a hearable device can offer. It's important when bringing new 
experiences into technology to take into consideration the users first.

The hearable experiences I presented has new potentials but needs to be explored and 
tested much further for final validation. The experiences would today be activated through 
the app, but I see a potential in using voice commands or automatic activation.

For the physical interactions, I believe touching the ear as little as possible. For the light,
I see it being used on a few occasions rather than in many, but this needs to be validated.

Being connected is important to many of us, but I believe also being able to disconnect is as 
important. My focus was not to create a hearable that the user always wears. It’s about 
being able to use the earbuds when the user needs it. 

I believe including sustainability into the design process should not be considering at the 
end of the project. Instead, it should be brought in from the start and followed throughout 
the project. It’s something I want to improve on. 

My thesis was to explore experiences and create a vision for a hearable product for Logitech 
in the near future. 
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Appendix



Archetypes
Adopter, embraces new technologies and is the first group of people who adopts it.

Influencer, uses technology to promote himself or herself.

Minimalist, keeps the technology to the minimal and only uses the essentials.

Escapist, often lives a technology-heavy life and takes a regular break from it to
disconnects himself or herself.

Traveler Mindful Adopter

Influencer Minimalist Escapist
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SUN 29 MON 30 TUES 31 WED 1 THU 2 FRI 3 SAT 4

SUN 5 MON 6 TUE 7 WED 8 THU 9 FRI 10 SAT 11

SUN 12 MON 13 TUE 14 WED 15 THU 16 FRI 17 SAT 18

SUN 19 MON 20 TUE 21 WED 22 THU 23 FRI 24 SAT 25

SUN 26 MON 27 TUE 28 WED 29 THU 30 FRI 31 SAT 1

January

Kick off 
Presentations

1

2

3

4

5

Research
Market Landscape, Trends, Painpoints, Users, Review testing

Research
Market Landscape, Trends, Painpoints, Users, Review testing, interview preperations

Interviews

Research
Market Landscape, Trends, Painpoints, Users, Review testing,

Interviews

Research synthesis

Research synthesis
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SUN 2 MON 3 TUES 4 WED 5 THU 6 FRI 7 SAT 8

SUN 9 MON 10 TUE 11 WED 12 THU 13 FRI 14 SAT 15

SUN 16 MON 17 TUE 18 WED 19 THU 20 FRI 21 SAT 22

SUN 23 MON 24 TUE 25 WED 26 THU 27 FRI 28 SAT 29

February

Research presentation + follow up tutoring
with Tina Alnæs

Submit design brief

Individual tutoring with Tina Alnæs

6

7

8

9

Research synthesis + Frame opportunites

Frame opportunities Prepare ideation

Ideation workshops

Ideation workshops

Logitech sharing

In Switzerland

In Switzerland
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SUN 1 MON 2 TUES 3 WED 4 THU 5 FRI 6 SAT 7

SUN 8 MON 9 TUE 10 WED 11 THU 12 FRI 13 SAT 14

SUN 15 MON 16 TUE 17 WED 18 THU 19 FRI 20 SAT 21

SUN 22 MON 23 TUE 24 WED 25 THU 26 FRI 27 SAT 28

SUN 29 MON 30 TUE 31 WED 1 THU 2 FRI 3 SAT 4

March

Ideation presentation + follow up tutoring
with Tina Alnæs

10

11

12

13

14

Concept development

Prototyping

Concept development

User testing

Concept development
Logitech sharing

User testing

Concept refinement

Concept refinement

In Switzerland
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SUN 29 MON 30 TUES 31 WED 1 THU 2 FRI 3 SAT 4

SUN 5 MON 6 TUE 7 WED 8 THU 9 FRI 10 SAT 11

SUN 12 MON 13 TUE 14 WED 15 THU 16 FRI 17 SAT 18

SUN 19 MON 20 TUE 21 WED 22 THU 23 FRI 24 SAT 25

SUN 26 MON 27 TUE 28 WED 29 THU 30 FRI 1 SAT 2

April

Individual tutoring with Tina Alnæs

Concept presentation + follow up tutoring with Tina 
Alnæs

Individual tutoring with Tina Alnæs

14

15

16

17

18

Concept refinement

Concept refinement

Concept refinement

Concept refinement

Logitech sharing

Model making
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Concept refinement Concept refinement



SUN 26 MON 27 TUES 28 WED 29 THU 30 FRI 1 SAT 2

SUN 3 MON 4 TUE 5 WED 6 THU 7 FRI 8 SAT 9

SUN 10 MON 11 TUE 12 WED 13 THU 14 FRI 15 SAT 16

SUN 17 MON 18 TUE 19 WED 20 THU 21 FRI 22 SAT 23

SUN 24 MON 25 TUE 26 WED 27 THU 28 FRI 29 SAT 30

May

18

19

20

21

22

Submit thesis
Report

Examination

Final refinement

Creating video

Final refinement

Creating video

Logitech sharing

Concept refinement



SUN 29 MON 1 TUES 2 WED 3 THU 4 FRI 5 SAT 4

SUN 5 MON 6 TUE 7 WED 8 THU 9 FRI 10 SAT 11

SUN 12 MON 13 TUE 14 WED 15 THU 16 FRI 17 SAT 18

SUN 19 MON 20 TUE 21 WED 22 THU 23 FRI 24 SAT 25

SUN 26 MON 27 TUE 28 WED 29 THU 30 FRI 31 SAT 1

June

23

24

25

26

27

Degree show
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Empathize Concept Development

Weeks

3 weeks

Total: 20 weeks

Supplementary Research

Interview Preparation

Interviews

Research Synthesis

Frame Opportunities

Ideation Workshops

Concept Development

Creating Prototypes

User Testing

Concept Refinement

Animations

Creating Concept Video

Final Refinements

Deliverable

4,5 weeks

January

Timeframe: 1st January - 15th May

Timeplan overview
Define 4,5 weeks Implement

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 2018

February March April May
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